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AM: First I spoke to Willem Hanekom, Director of the Africa Health 
Research Institute in South Africa. The world is watching his team 
of scientists as they work around the clock to find out more about 
the Omicron variant. 
WH: We know three things that we didn’t know last week. So the 
first thing is that the virus is spreading extraordinarily fast in South 
Africa. The increase in cases is much steeper than it’s been in the 
past three waves, so it seems that Omicron is able to spread very 
easily, and virtually all the cases that we see in South Africa right 
now are Omicron. The second thing we have data on is re-
infection. So as you know if you have had covid you have about a 
one per cent chance or perhaps even less than one per cent 
chance of getting reinfected, and even getting disease again 
caused by this virus. The third little bit of data that we have really 
relates to clinical cases and how severe the disease is. The early 
data suggests that the disease may occur more in younger people, 
and in people - mostly younger people that are unvaccinated, and 
that overall so far the disease has appeared to be milder. But 
again I want to say we have to be cautious because these are 
very early days.  
 
AM: So of course the thing that everybody watching is going to be 
thinking about is what’s the effect on vaccinated people. So how 
many people with Omicron in South Africa have been vaccinated? 
WH: So I cannot give you that exact figure, but I think anecdotally 
in speaking to clinicians who are working in hospitals where these 
cases have been admitted, a large proportion of people that have 
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been admitted have not been vaccinated. So it’s the same story as 
what we have known before from vaccines it seems. And the story 
is that vaccines protect against severe disease and death, and 
therefore vaccines are still absolutely critical. 
 
AM: Now, you’ve broken down the biology of the new variant and 
you know that it seems to evade people - infect people who’ve 
been infected with coronavirus before. Does that mean that it’s 
going to evade the vaccines or not? Is that a completely different 
issue? 
WH: So the vaccines may be less effective, but the important 
point is that we still - most vaccinologists still believe that the 
vaccines will still protect against severe disease and death, and 
that is really why we’re giving vaccines for covid.  
 
AM: Now, you said earlier on that it was spreading astonishingly 
fast. Are we absolutely sure that it outcompetes the other 
variants? 
WH: So it’s difficult to say in South Africa because it’s difficult to 
conclude that it has outcompeted Delta, which of course was the 
previous variant that was very prevalent here. Because at the time 
that Omicron emerged the number of infections were 
extraordinarily low, and Omicron is a completely different lineage. 
So we don’t actually know at the moment whether it is 
outcompeted. Perhaps we will gain some experience in other 
countries where Omicron has spread to to see whether it would be 
able to outcompete Delta. 
 
AM: Professor, as I mentioned at the beginning of the interview 
the world is watching you and your team, and the world is 
wondering whether vaccines are going to work against Omicron. 
When do you think you might have answers? 
WH: So we will have answers from various sources. The first is big 
vaccine effectiveness studies that are ongoing in South Africa. 
We’ve got surveillance systems and we should have data 
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surrounding vaccine effectiveness on a population basis within 
about a month, if not a little bit earlier. Then one can also look at 
vaccines in the lab. We can look at whether antibodies are able to 
control the virus in the lab - we call it a neutralisation assay - by 
using plasma, which is a blood product, from previously 
vaccinated people and seeing how well that plasma will work 
against the virus that you make in the lab to copy Omicron. And 
those results should be out within a week already. 
 
AM: Professor Hanekom, thanks for the moment very much. 
Professor Willem Hanekom, Director of the Africa Health Research 
Institute. And listening to that is Professor Mark Woolhouse, the 
government adviser and author of a book about the extraordinary 
events in the last year - The Year The World Went Mad. Professor, 
based on what you heard from Professor Hanekom, are you 
expecting Omicron to become the dominant variant in the United 
Kingdom? 
MW: It’s certainly a possibility, Andrew. As we’ve heard, the 
Omicron variant is highly transmissible. It appears to be spreading 
very rapidly in South Africa and the early signs are that it’s 
spreading pretty rapidly in the UK too. If those trends continue, 
then over the course of the coming weeks and months Omicron 
could even come to replace Delta entirely right around the world.  
 
AM: You say it’s spreading very rapidly. Do you think it could be 
much more widespread than we think? 
MW: The Health Security Agency has reported as of Friday over a 
hundred confirmed cases of Omicron in the UK, right across the 
country, but with concentrations slightly in London and in 
Scotland. It’s not clear yet exactly what fraction of all the cases 
that represents, but we have hints because there is a diagnostic 
shortcut - something called an S-gene dropout - that allows us to 
get an early impression of how many possible Omicron cases there 
are even without sequencing. And those S-gene dropout cases are 
also increasing quite fast.  
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AM: And I think these S-gene dropout cases are in London, the 
South East of England and the East Midlands, is that right? 
MW: Well, and in Scotland. They’re all over the country. We 
always got a few of them, even with Delta, which has got an S-
gene dropout variant, but they have been picking up. But the 
numbers are still quite small, so the absolute number of Omicron 
cases in the UK, I would still suspect is more in the hundreds than 
the thousands, but the point, the important point is that they’re 
growing and they’re growing quite fast. 
 
AM: Now, you were listening to Professor Hanekom there, and he 
was saying first of all that this does evade the immunity built up 
within people who’ve had the virus previously. Do you think, from 
what you’ve heard, that there is a serious danger it evades 
vaccines as well? 
MW: Well, vaccinologists and immunologists think that they won’t, 
this variant won’t evade the vaccines entirely. And it’s important to 
remember that against the Delta variant, which is a different 
variant itself, the booster vaccinations in particular have turned 
out to be very, very effective, well into the 90 per cent protection 
against infection but also against disease and putting people in 
hospital. So even if the vaccines were just slightly less effective 
against Omicron they would still be very, very good. 
 
AM: Last night the government changed the rules so that 
travellers arriving in the UK have to take a covid test before 
departure. Does that make any difference at this point? 
MW: I think that may be a case of shutting the stable door after 
the horse has bolted. If Omicron is here in the UK it certainly is. If 
it’s community transmission in the UK, and it certainly looks that 
way, then it’s that community transmission that will drive the next 
wave. The cases that are being imported are important - we want 
to detect those and isolate any positive cases that we find, as we 
would for any case anywhere. But I think it’s too late to make a 
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material difference to the course of the Omicron wave if we’re 
going to have one. 
 
AM: Alright, Professor Woolhouse, thanks very much indeed for 
talking to us. Listening to that again was Professor Hanekom. 
Now, Professor Hanekom, there has been some suggestion from 
South Africa that you feel the rest of the world is panicking 
unnecessarily about Omicron. What is your view? 
WH: I’m completely aligned with the view of my colleagues in 
South Africa. I think, especially the travel bans are going to do 
very, very little to stop the spread of Omicron. In fact, our 
experience is exactly the opposite. They’re not going to do 
anything to stop the spread of Omicron. But in a country like 
South Africa, which is a middle income country, the amount that 
we are losing economically from travel bans is just astronomical 
and we really cannot afford that.  
 
AM: Because as our prime minister, Boris Johnson, argues, that 
that might be true but stopping people coming in stops the spread 
of the seed and buys us time. 
WH: You have just heard from your colleague in the UK that this is 
not really where the focus should be to ultimately control the 
epidemic within the UK. I do not want to speak for the UK, but I 
think other measures may have to be put into place if we want to 
control Omicron in your country. 
 
AM: Professors Hanekom and Woolhouse, thank you both very 
much indeed for talking to us.  
(ends) 


